Scratchings on Held BG Open BS.

A "Greek X" or X scratched on the exterior of a open-shaped body sherd post-firing.

H of sherd: 4.25 cm
W of sherd: 3.6 cm
L: upright scratch: 2.1 cm
L: cross scratch: 2.1 cm

Drawn by:  |  Leaf:
Scorab

complete + intact

green stone - drilled to hang on thread/chain.

beautifully carved + detailed scarab beetle top

inseed as a stamp,

underside, instead of inscription is a portrait (?)

of a bearded man facing left, near a "fuzzy" hat

round i shape rendered by dots. The hair is pulled

into a bun on the nape of the neck. The bottom

is a horizontal band / collar.

L. 1.8 cm
W. 1.25 cm
H. 1.0 cm
Wt. 2.9 cm

Drawn by: 
Leaf:
Ostrakon

1 body sherd w. incised design - post firing on both faces.

H of sherd: 2.75 cm
W of sherd: 2.9 cm

Int H of graffito: 2.1 cm
W of graffito: 1.4 cm

Ext H of graffito: 1.4 cm
W of graffito: 0.7 cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 I 004
Basket CB3.6.099
Locus CB36045

Graffiti on spatter incised - Rim Bowl Rim Freg
Greek or Semitic?

Sherd H 6.5cm
Sherd W 3.5cm
Th. 0.5cm

Drawn by: 
Leaf:
Semi Fine Pot - Baggy Jar

Strong sherds + 2 possible inscribed sherds on inscribed surface of a pot which may have sherds from CB4.6.075
CB4.6.076
CB4.6.086
CB4.6.087
RCB4.6.060[CB46022]
These have been pulled & bagged to be conserved with K09I005 i 2010.

The inscription as read by Andrea Berlin

[XX]
[SPQR]
[nnNN]

SF: line 2. Gender with frequent small red + black inclusions + less frequent medium red + white
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Industrial/Commercial
- Bullae and seals: Sharon Herbert
- Coins: Donald Ariel
- Manufacturing
  - Handstones
  - Grinding Stones
  - Milling
  - Tabuns
- Tool*
- Utility
- Weights

Textile Manufacture
- Bone Tools
- Terracotta fired and unfired loomweights

Medical Tools*
  metal

Weapons
  Mostly metal

Personal Adornment
- Cosmetics
- Bones Tools*
- Jewellery
- Clothing details (buttons, clasps, belt buckles from metal and bone)
- Perfume
- Tool*
- Inscribed* (amulets, table vessels, pyxides)

Administration in the Administration Bld.
- Wts
- Measures
- Bins
- Hermon Jars
- Storage

Entertainment medi.
- Glass
- Lamps
- Tablewear
Interior Décor and Construction Techniques: *Meg Morden memorden@gmail.com*
- Plaster
- Building category (metal nails, clamps, tools, etc)

**Household Miscellaneous**
- Lamps
- Furniture
- Gaming
- Figurine

**Subsistence**
- Botanical
- Faunal: *Richard Redding*
- Residue Analysis:
- Stamped Amphora Handles: *David Ariel*

**Pottery: Peter Stone**
- Table
- Cooking
- Storage
- Perfume
- Residue Analysis
- Petrographic Analysis

**Glass Table Vessels: Andrea Berlin**

??Conservation Report: *Suzanne Davis??*

**Notes:**
*material categories could be divided between functional or activity categories.*